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In the rst section, we make a brief survey of studies on metric discrepancy results for
geometric progressions and variations. After announcing a few new results, we show the law
of the iterated logarithm for discrepancies of geometric progressions including the case when
the common ratio is negative.
x 1. Introduction





#fk  N j hxki 2 [ a; b)g = b  a
holds for every [ a; b)  [ 0; 1). Here hxi denotes the fractional part x   [x ] of x. This





#fk  N j hxki 2 [ 0; a)g = a
holds for all 0  a < 1. We can also see that the convergence (1.2) is uniform in a, and
the convergence (1.1) is uniform in [ a; b).
We introduce the notion of discrepancy which measures the speed of the uniform
convergence by means of supremum norm. We dene the discrepancy DN and the star
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discrepancy DN of a sequence fxkg by
DNfxkg = sup
0a<b<1


















where e1[a;b)(x) = 1[a;b)(hxi)  (b  a), and 1[a;b) denotes the indicator function of [a; b).
The most well known and investigated sequences which are uniformly distributed
are arithmetic progressions fkg with irrational common dierence  =2 Q. Kronecker
[39] proved that the fractional parts are dense in unit interval, and Weyl [51], Sierpinski
[48], and Bohl [20] proved independently that they are uniformly distributed modulo 1.
Weyl also succeeded in giving metric results. He proved for every strictly increasing
sequence fnkg of integers, fnkxg is uniformly distributed modulo 1 for almost every x
with respect to the Lebesgue measure. But we cannot say that it holds for every x.
Actually, fk!xg is uniformly distributed modulo 1 for almost every x, but the fractional
parts of fk!eg converge to 0 and cannot be distributed uniformly. In this case the set
of x for which the sequence is not uniformly distributed is very large and has Hausdor
dimension 1.
Since fkxg is uniformly distributed a.e., we have DNfkxg ! 0 a.e. As to the speed
of convergence, we have two major results. One is proved by Khintchine [38] that
NDNfkxg = O ((logN)g(log logN)) ; a.e. x
if and only if an increasing function g satises
P
1=g(n) <1. Kesten [37] showed the
following result and proved that the speed of convergence is determined in the sense of





x 2 [ 0; 1 ]
  NDNfkxglogN log logN   22
 > " = 0:
For a sequence fnkg satisfying Hadamard's gap condition
(1.3) nk+1=nk  q > 1 (k = 1; 2; : : : );
Erd}os-Gal conjectured that
NDNfnkxg = O((N log logN)1=2); a.e.
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By applying methods due to Erd}os-Gal [23], Gal-Gal [36], and Takahashi [47],
Philipp [43] proved the next theorem and solved the conjecture.











 C <1; a.e.
Here C = (166 + 664=(q1=2   1))=p2.
It is proved by the argument of exponential integrability, i.e., by a method of real
analysis.
Philipp [44] proved it again by the method of martingale approximations, and
removed the assumption that nk are integers. This method became the main stream of
the investigation. But, as Aistleitner-Berkes-Tichy [11] pointed out, it is not appropriate
for the study of the permutation of fnkg, and there still remains a merit of the method
of exponential integrability.





equals to a constant a.e., but did not evaluate the explicit value of this constant.
Dhompongsa [22] assumed a very strong gap condition
log(nk+1=nk)= log log k !1 as k !1














This value 12 is the same as that appears in Chung-Smirnov theorem [21, 49], and
it shows that the sequence is extremely nearly independent. The gap condition was
weakened to
nk+1=nk !1 as k !1;
and the same law of the iterated logarithm was proved in [26].
It is very natural to ask if Hadamard's gap condition is really necessary to have the
bounded law of the iterated logarithm (1.4), since the gap condition can be replaced by
weaker one to have the central limit theorem for lacunary trigonometric series.
It was prove by Berkes-Philipp [16] that it is impossible to replace the gap condition
by weaker ones.
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Theorem 1.2 ([16]). For any 0 < "k # 0, there exists a sequence fnkg satisfying










The next is a recent result which gives explicit values appearing in the law of the
iterated logarithm for discrepancies of geometric progressions fkxg.












if and only if  satises
(1.6) r =2 Q (r 2 N):
In other cases,  can be written uniquely by
(1.7)  = r
p
p=q; r = minfn 2 N j n 2 Qg; p; q 2 N; gcd(p; q) = 1:
In this case  does not depend on r and satises
1=2 <  
p
(pq + 1)=(pq   1)=2:




(pq + 1)=(pq   1)=2; if p and q are both odd;p
(p+ 1)=(p  1)=2; especially if p is odd and q = 1;p
(p+ 1)p(p  2)=(p  1)3=2; if p  4 is even and q = 1;p
42=9; if p = 2 and q = 1;p
22=9; if p = 5 and q = 2.
If we regard  as a function of  > 1, it is discontinuous at every  which is a
power root of a rational number, and is continuous elsewhere. We can also say that the
maximum value of  is
p
42=9 which is taken at the points  = r
p
2. In other words,
the geometric progression with ratio 2 is furthest from the uniform distribution.
We can evaluate in a way that 3 =
p
2=2 = 0:707 : : : , 9 =
p
5=4 = 0:559 : : : ,
27 =
p
14=13=2 = 0:518 : : : , and see that the subsequences f9kxg, f27kxg, . . . of f3kxg
seem to approach to the uniform distribution. Actually we can prove the following result
showing that any subsequence of the geometric progression is closer to the uniform
distribution.
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Theorem 1.4 ([30]). Let N be the collection of all strictly increasing sequences
of positive integers. For any  > 1 and fm(k)g 2 N , there exists a real number












 fm(k)g 2 N 	 = [ 1=2; ]:
As to the question if every positive number can be a constant appearing in the law
of the iterated logarithm for discrepancies of some sequence fnkg, we have the following
two results.
Theorem 1.5 ([35]). For any   1=2, there exists a sequence fnkg of positive










Theorem 1.6 ([27]). For any 0 <  < 1=2, there exists a sequence fnkg of
positive integers such that 1  nk+1   nk 











Above results are proved by means of technique of randomization. As to the ran-
domly generated sequences, we have some results by Weber [50]. One of these gives
a metric discrepancy result for sequences dened by sum of random variables. For
sequences dened by product of random integers, we can show the following:
Theorem 1.7 ([34]). Let A and B be subsets of f1; 2; : : : g satisfying the condi-
tion below: there exist c > 1 and q > 1 such that
(1.8) b=a  q and gcd(a; b) = 1 for all a 2 A and b 2 B:








there exists a constant L(X1;Y1) depending only on the law L(X1; Y1) of the random











= L(X1;Y1); a.e. x:

= 1:














We can investigate the following variation of geometric progressions.
Example 1.8. Let fnkg be the arrangement in increasing order of the union of














For an arrangement in increasing order of the union of f15kg and f15k  5g, we have the
same result.
We can explain the reason why these two sequences obey the same limiting behavior
by the fact that these two sequences are transformed to the other if we replace x by 3x
or 5x and omit the rst few terms. We have the same situation for fkxg[fkAxg and
fkxg [ fkBxg if we take positive A and B with  = AB.
This example can be regarded as a special case of the result below.
Theorem 1.9 ([34]). For 1, . . . ,  > 1, we dene a sequence fnkg by
n0 = 1; nk+1 = j+1nk if k = j mod  and j = 0; : : : ;    1:









= 1;:::; ;periodic; a.e.
We have permutation invariance among generators when  = 2, 3, i.e.,
(1.14) 1;2;periodic = 2;1;periodic;
and
(1.15)
1;2;3;periodic = 2;3;1;periodic = 3;1;2;periodic
= 1;3;2;periodic = 3;2;1;periodic = 2;1;3;periodic:
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Let A and B be sets of positive integers satisfying (1.8). If A and B both consist of odd







(s1 : : : s   1)







sj : : : sk 1 + s1 : : : sj 1sk : : : s

;
where sj = pjqj.
The other interesting example is a union of geometric progressions. Although it
does not satisfy Hadamard's gap condition anymore, we still have a metric discrepancy
result below:
Theorem 1.10 ([34]). Suppose that 1, . . . ,  > 1 are given and that geometric
progressions fk1g, . . . , fk g are mutually disjoint from each other, i.e.,
(1.16) log i= log j =2 Q; (i 6= j):
Let fnkg be the arrangement in increasing order of fk1g [    [ fk g. Then there exists









= 1;:::; ;union; a.e.








 .  1
log 1




where 1 , . . . ,  are dened by (1.5).
We here introduce the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya sequences which are extensions of
geometric progressions and have been investigated well. When relatively prime positive
integers q1, . . . , q are given, a Hardy-Littlewood-Polya sequence is the arrangement in
increasing order of the semigroup
fqi11 : : : qi j i1; : : : ; i 2 f0; 1; 2; : : : gg:
Although these sequences do not satisfy Hadamard's gap condition, Philipp [45] proved
the bounded law of the iterated logarithm (1.4) and solved Baker's conjecture. In this
case upper bound constant C depends on  , the number of generators.
We here present a recently proved preciser result.
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Theorem 1.11 ([32]). Let fnkg be the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya sequence gener-









= q1;:::;q ;HLP; a.e.



























Aistleitner gave an almost optimal condition to have the Chung-Smirnov type result
for a sequence satisfying Hadamard's gap condition.
Theorem 1.12 (Aistleitner [2]). For positive integers N and d, and for non-
negative integer , we denote
L(N; d; ) = #

























Under a gap condition which is weaker than the Hadamard's, Aistleitner [6] also
gave a stronger Diophantus condition and succeeded in proving the same conclusion.
As to the question if there exists very slowly diverging sequence which obeys the
Chung-Smirnov type limiting behavior, we have the following result.
Theorem 1.13 ([29]). For any sequence fG(k)g of real numbers satisfying 1 













So far we have concerned with the results in which both limsups concerning the
discrepancies and the star discrepancies equal to some constant for almost every x, and
it was open if there exists a case in which they are not constant. As to this problem,
we have the following three answers.
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Theorem 1.14 ([28]). Put
2(x) =
8>><>>:
4x; 0  x  1=4;
1; 1=4  x  1=2;
2(1  x); 1=2  x < 1:
































9=32; 0  x  3=8;
(4x(1  x)  x)=2; 3=8  x  1=2;
2(1  x); 1=2  x < 1:





; k = 1 mod 4;
2(k 1)
2+1   1; k = 2 mod 4;
2k
2+k; k = 3 mod 4;
2(k 1)










9=32; 0  x  3=8;
(4x(1  x)  x)=2; 3=8  x  7=16;
49=128  x=4; 7=16  x  1=2;
2(1  x); 1=2  x < 1:
The above two examples by Aistleitner can be regarded as modications of sub-
sequences of Erd}os-Fortet sequence f2k   1g. As to the asymptotic behavior of this








Figure 1. Graph of 2(x).










Here  is a constant dened by (1.5) and 

(x) is a continuous function on the torus.
Especially if  satises (1.6), then we have (x) = 1=2 = .
If  is given by (1.7) and satises one of the following conditions, then (x) is
not a constant, and (x) <  holds except for nitely many x:
(i) both of p and q are odd;
(ii) q = 1;
(iii) p = 5 and q = 2.
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To determine the exact value, it is always dicult to calculate the limsup of sup with
respect to a < b. If we abbreviate taking sup for a < b, calculating limsup correspond
to the law of the iterated logarithm in probability theory, which have been investigated








is rather classical, it is very natural to expect to have the change of order of these



















Almost all results so far we have explained was proved by showing this exchange in-
dividually in each cases. Actually, it is valid for every sequence of positive numbers
satisfying Hadamard's gap condition. ([27]).
We can also prove the following version of this result, which removes the assumption
of positivity of nk and includes permutations of sequences.
Proposition 1.18 ([33]). Let fnkg be a sequence of real numbers satisfying
(1.17) n1 6= 0; jnk+1=nkj  q > 1 (k = 1; 2; : : : );
and $ be a permutation of N, i.e., a bijection N ! N. Then for any dense countable


























































for almost every x 2 R.
Usually, a result of this kind is that for a.e. x 2 [ 0; 1 ]. In case when all nk are
integers, then the limsup clearly has period 1, and the result is known to be valid for
a.e. x 2 R. But when nk is not necessarily integers, this point is not trivial.
Let us go back to a classical result, the bounded law of the iterated logarithm (1.4)
by Philipp. As to this result, Aistleitner [2] recently proved the following result and
gave a preciser estimate in the case q  2.
Theorem 1.19. If a sequence fnkg of integers satises Hadamard's gap condi-
















Berkes-Philipp-Tichy [18] stated that the bounded law of the iterated logarithm
(1.4) is invariant if we permute the sequence fnkg. Since Aistleitner proved (1.19) by
using martingale approximation technique, it is not clear if it is permutation invariant
or not. As to this point we can prove the following by applying the above proposition.
Corollary 1.20 ([33]). If a sequence fnkg of real numbers satises (1.17), then





















We here emphasize that we succeeded in taking very small upper bound constant.
This constant equals to 0:9095 : : : when q = 2, and is much smaller than Philipp's

















If we consider a geometric progression nk = q












Therefore we gave an optimal estimate beside of multiple constant of 1=q.
By the above extension to allow negative nk, we can prove a result for geometric
progression fkxg whose ratio  is less than  1.
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We prove (1.20) by assuming jj > 1 in Section 2. The constants  and  are
evaluated in the following way except for countable many .
Theorem 1.22. Suppose that jj > 1. When  satises (1.6), then
 =  = 1=2:
When  <  1 does not satisfy (1.6), we express  in the following way:
(1.21)  =   r
p
p=q where r = minfn 2 N j n 2 Qg; p; q 2 N; and gcd(p; q) = 1:








pq   1 :
And moreover, if r is even, then
(1.23)  =  = jj:
We have
(1.24)  = jj:
in the following cases: (1) r, p, and q are odd; (2) r is odd, p  4 is even, and q = 1;
(3) r is odd, p = 5, and q = 2.





p(p3 + 2p2   p+ 2)
(p  1)(p+ 1)3 :
It is bigger than 1=2 if p = 3, and less than 1=2 otherwise.










We will prove this theorem in a separate paper. We can summarize as below:
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Corollary 1.23. Suppose that  <  1. We have  6=  if and only if  is
given by (1.21) with odd r.
Recently Aistleitner-Berkes-Tichy [9, 10, 11, 12, 13] investigated in details about
asymptotic behavior of permutated sequences. We here state some related results.
By using the argument in [26], we have the following:
Theorem 1.24. Let fnkg be a sequence of real numbers. If there exists a sub-

























By applying this, we can deduce the results below:
Corollary 1.25 ([30]). Suppose that  > 1. For any  2 [ 1=2; ], there exists










Corollary 1.26 ([26]). If a sequence fnkg of real numbers is not bounded from


























(2a + 1)2a(2a   2)
(2a   1)3 ; a.e.











The last corollary can be derived from Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.
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x 2. Geometric progressions
We assume jj > 1 and prove (1.20). We denote & = 1 if  is given by (1.7), and
& = ( 1)r if  is given by (1.21).
For a function f of bounded variation over the unit interval with period 1 satisfyingR 1
0





f2(y) dy if  satises (1.6),R 1
0





f((&p)ky)f(qky) dy if  is given by (1.7) or (1.21):
We prove the next proposition which is an extension of the result given in [25].
Proposition 2.1. For a function f of bounded variation with period 1 satisfyingR 1
0
























First we prove that 2(f; ) is well dened. When  satises (1.6), it is trivial. We
consider the case when  is given by (1.7) or (1.21).
Because f is of bounded variation, we have a constant Cf such that
 bf(n)  Cf=jnj.















which is summable in k. Therefore the series dening 2(f; ) is absolutely convergent
and 2(f; ) is well dened.









 = (fd; ); a.e.,(2.1)
lim
d!1
(fd; ) = (f; );(2.2)
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then by putting f = e1[a;b) and applying Proposition 1.18, we have the conclusions of
Proposition 2.1.













  C2f23pkqk :
Since the right hand side is summable in k and independent of d, we have (2.2) by
regarding the series appearing in the denition of 2(fd; ) as an integral and by applying
the dominated convergence theorem.
To prove (2.1), we prepare some lemmas.













if the right hand side limit exists.
For a trigonometric polynomial g with period 1 satisfying
R 1
0
g = 0, we haveZ
R
g(x)g(x)R(dx) = 0









if P and Q are non-zero integers.
We prove the next key lemma.












R(dx)  N2(g; ):
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First assume that  is given by (1.7) or (1.21). We can easily see that it is enough



































































x)R(dx) = 0 if















The next two lemmas are used in martingale approximation procedure, which is
one of the main part of the proof.
Lemma 2.3. Let g be a bounded measurable function with period 1 satisfyingR 1
0
g = 0. For all a < b and  > 0, we haveZ b
a
g(x) dx
  kgk1 :



















Since we have j R b
a+[(b a)] g(y) dyj  ((b   a)   [(b   a)])kgk1  kgk1, we can
complete the proof.














holds for any integer A and for every sequence fkg satisfying j1j  1 and the gener-
alized Hadamard's gap condition jk+1=kj  q > 1.
Proof. It is enough to prove for A = 0. The general case can be proved by trivial


























holds for a constant Cq depending only on q. When k  0 is not assumed, by noting
cj cos 2jx+dj sin 2jx = cj cos 2jj jx+(dj) sin 2jj jx, we see that (2.4) is valid
under the generalized Hadamard's gap condition above.
By combining these, we have the conclusion.
We take an arbitrary integer A and prove (1.20) on [A;A+ 1). Here we adopt the
method of martingale approximation, which is a simplication of the proof given by
Aistleitner [2] and originated with Berkes [14] and Philipp [42].
We simply denote fd by g. We put nk = 
k and note jnk+1=nkj  jj. We divide N
into consecutive blocks 01;1;
0
2;2; : : : satisfying
#0i = [ 1+9 logjj i ] and
#i = i.
By putting i  = mini and i+ = maxi, we have
jni =n(i 1)+ j  jj9 logjj i = i9:
We denote (i) = [ log2 i
4jni+ j ] + 1 and introduce a -eld Fi on [A;A+ 1) dened by
Fi = f[A+ j2 (i); A+ (j + 1)2 (i)) j j = 0; : : : ; 2(i)   1g:









g(nkx); Yi = E(Ti j Fi)  E(Ti j Fi 1):
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We see that fYi;Fig forms a martingale dierence sequence. We prove
kYi   Tik1  (kg0k1 + 2kgk1)=i3;(2.5)
kY 2i   T 2i k1  3kgk1(kg0k1 + 2kgk1)=i2;(2.6)
kY 4i   T 4i k1  15kgk31(kg0k1 + 2kgk1):(2.7)
For k 2 i and x 2 I = [A+ j2 (i); A+ (j + 1)2 (i)) 2 Fi, we have




  maxy2I jg(nkx)  g(nky))j
 kg0k1jnkj2 (i)  kg0k1jnkj=jni+ ji4  kg0k1=i4;
and hence we have jTi   E(Ti j Fi)j  kg0k1#i=i4 = kg0k1=i3.
On J = [A+ j2 (i 1); A+ (j + 1)2 (i 1)) 2 Fi 1, by Lemma 2.3 we have





 kgk12(i  1)4jn(i 1)+=ni  j  2kgk1=i5;
and hence we have jE(Ti j Fi 1)j  2kgk1#i=i5 = 2kgk1=i4, which shows (2.5).
By kTik1  ikgk1, we have kE(Ti j Fi)k1, kE(Ti j Fi 1)k1  ikgk1, which
imply kYik1  2ikgk1 and kYi + Tik1  3ikgk1. Similarly we have kY 2i + T 2i k1 
5i2kgk21. By applying these to kY 2i  T 2i k1  kYi Tik1kYi+Tik1 and kY 4i  T 4i k1 
kY 2i   T 2i k1kY 2i + T 2i k1, we have (2.6) and (2.7).
Put C = minfhlogjj    logjj 0i j ; 0 = 1; : : : ; d; logjj    logjj 0 =2 Zg 2 (0; 1),
where hxi = minn2Z jx  nj. By denoting D = jjC   1 > 0, we prove
(2.8) jk + l0j  DjjL if k; l  L; jj; j0j  d; k + l0 6= 0:
Since the assertion is true if k and l0 are both positive or negative, we assume that
one is positive and the other is negative. By k + l0 6= 0, we have jkj 6= jl0j. In
case when logjj jj   logjj j0j =2 Z, we havelogjj jkj   logjj jl0j = (k   l) + (logjj jj   logjj j0j)
 hlogjj jj   logjj j0ji  C:
If logjj jj  logjj j0j 2 Z, by jkj 6= jl0j we see that logjj jkj  logjj jl0j is a non-
zero integer and
logjj jkj  logjj jl0j  1  C. Therefore we have jk=l0j  jjC
when jkj > jl0j, and jl0=kj  jjC when jkj  jl0j. From jk=l0j  jjC
we can derive jk+l0j = jkj jl0j  (jjC 1)jl0j  DL, and from jl0=kj 
jjC we can derive jk + l0j = jl0j   jkj  (jjC   1)jkj  DjjL.
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If we expand T 2i into trigonometric polynomial, the constant term equals to vi =R
R
T 2i (x)R(dx). The trigonometric polynomial expansion of T
2
i   vi has at most 8(d+
1)2i2 terms, and the absolute value of frequency of each term is greater than Djni  j.
Hence by Lemma 2.3, we have jE(T 2i   vi j Fi 1)j  8(d + 1)2i2(1=Djni  j)2(i 1) =
O(1=i3). By putting M =
PM
i=1 vi, we have MX
i=1








i j Fi 1). By (2.6), we see MX
i=1
 






VM   M1 = O(1):
Denote lM =M(M + 1)=2. By (2.3) we have vi  i2(g; ) and
(2.11) M  lM2(g; ):
Here we use the following theorem by Monrad-Philipp [40], which is a variation of
Strassen's theorem [46].




E(bY 2i j bFi 1)!1 a.s. and 1X
i=1
E
 bY 2i 1fbY 2i  (bVi)g= (bVi) <1
for some non-decreasing function  with  (x)!1 (x!1) such that  (x)(log x)=x
is non-increasing for some  > 50. If there exists a uniformly distributed random










We prepare another probability space on which a uniform distributed random vari-
able U and an i.i.d fkg with P (k = 1) = P (k =  1) = 1=2 which is independent of
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We make a product of [A;A+1) on which fYkg is dened and this new probability
space, and regard Yk, U , and k as random variables on this product probability space.
Take " > 0 arbitrarily and put
bYi = Yi + "i; bFi = Fi 
 Gi; bM = M + "2lM :
Clearly fbYi; bFig is a martingale dierence sequence.
By Lemma 2.4 and (2.7), we have kbYik4  kYik4+ kik4 = kTik4+ kik4+O(1) =
O(i1=2) or E bY 4i = O(i2). We have E(bY 2i j bFi 1) = E(Y 2i j Fi 1) + "2i and hencebVM = VM + "2lM  "2lM . We owe Aistleitner [5] this idea to prepare an independent
rademacher i.i.d. to assure the growth of bVM . By (2.10), we have
(2.12)
bVM   bM1 = O(1):
















By (2.12) and bVM   bVM 1  "2M ! 1, we have bVM 1 < bM < bVM+1 for large M .





bYk +O(M) = MX
k=1
bYk + o((lM ));
where (x) =
p
2x log log x. By (2.11) we have bM = O(lM ). By applying Theorem 2.5





bYi1fbVibMg + o((lM )) = X
ibM
Zi + o((lM )); a.s.























bYk  PMk=1 "k  PMk=1 Yk  PMk=1 bYk+ PMk=1 "k by (lM ) and
taking limsup, we have






  (2(g; ) + "2)1=2 + "; a.s.











 = (g; ); a.s.
Since this conclusion is valid over the product probability space with probability 1,
by applying Fubini's theorem we see that it is valid over the original space a.e.
By applying (1.4) and Koksma's inequality and by noting
PM
i=1[ 1 + 9 logjj i ] =





 = O pM logM log log(M logM)) = o(plM ). There-





 = 0, M+ = lM +PMi=1[ 1 + 9 logjj i ]  lM ; and










k  )k1 = o((M+)), and hence we have (2.1).
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